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Objects of the  

Theosophical Society 

 
 

1. To form a nucleus of the universal brotherhood of humanity, 

without distinction of race, creed, sex, caste, or color. 

 

2. To encourage the comparative study of religion, philosophy, 

and science. 

 

3. To investigate unexplained laws of nature and the powers 

latent in humanity.  

 

 

 

    

 
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER THAN TRUTH 

 

Freedom of Thought  

 
 

 …There is no doctrine, no opinion, by whomsoever taught or held, that is in any 

way binding on any member of the Society, none which any member is not free to 

accept or reject. Approval of its three Objects is the sole condition of membership. 

No teacher, or writer, from H.P. Blavatsky onwards, has any authority to impose 

his or her teachings or opinions on members. Every member has an equal right to 

follow any school of thought but has no right to force the choice on any other. 

Neither a candidate for any office nor any voter can be rendered ineligible to stand 

or to vote, because of any opinion held, or because of membership in any school of 

thought. Opinions or beliefs neither bestow privileges nor inflict penalties. 
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IATF MISSION STATEMENT 

  
To care, to assess, to preserve and to promote the theosophical legacy that the Great 

Beings who formed this Society have shared with us; to offer a responsible and 

effective promotion of this legacy; help young people drink from that spring;  helping 

people who require our assistance to live the ideal of progress through service to 

others; to form a nucleus of fraternity, incessantly studying methods that allow us to 

ward off conflicts and be united to progress and stimulate freedom of thought. 

  

  

 

OUR VISION   

  
Integrate us as a team and integrate all of America into a common goal associated 

with the theosophical ideal of fraternity. Produce spaces of interior development and 

offer experiential spaces of service. 
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EDITORIAL 

At the end of the year, the members of the IATF Working Committee will complete 

their first year of work.  

We thank our brothers for their commitment to the theosophical ideal shown 

through this first year of effort and achievement. We have woven a blanket with threads of 

sympathy, uniting us in the same ideal, full of energy in this noble office, and where we 

serve as a bridge to all the brothers in the different parts of the Americas. A year has passed 

in which we have lived and enjoyed the cooperation of each one of our brothers who has 

dedicated themselves to practice the sacred ideal of service, making the FTI a commitment 

to unity, thus building a path of fraternity. How many experiences accompany us on this 

beautiful journey with our brothers in this great task! To all, our gratitude. 

In this magazine, we have collected the multiple stories of how Theosophical Societies 

were founded in America under the effort and inspiration of men and women who 

understood the Theosophical ideal and worked for it. In this issue we reflect on the work 

of our founders and the importance of the Theosophical Society. We also remember the 

birthday of Mrs. Annie Besant on October 1. Our founders have been the inspiration for 

this Committee and its working group. 

Recently, I reviewed the pages of the Key to Theosophy and came across the words 

of HPB: "The fruits will depend, almost entirely, on the degree of altruism, service, 

devotion and in the end, not least, the degree of wisdom possessed by these members that 

will correspond to them to carry out the work and lead the Society after the death of the 

founders." 

Working brothers of America: if we continue to work as we have been doing during 

this first year, we will continue to maintain this beacon of light. If we continue, there is 

hope for the future, all united by the bond of brotherhood and fraternity in the noble spread 

of the Theosophical ideal. 

Magaly Polanco 
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AGENDA COORDINATION AND 

COLLABORATORS 

CONTACT 

 
 

THEOSOPHICAL 

LEGACY 

Coordinator: Isaac Jauli - Mexico 

Gaspar Torres – Cuba 

 

Isaac Jauli 

ijauli@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

VIDEOS AND 

DISSEMINATION  

 

YouTube Channel and Networks:  

Coordinators: José Luis Cabero – 

Bolivia - and Emilse Barrera – 

Argentina -  

Website: Edith Padilla - Peru 

Design: Alberto Zavala - Peru 

Instagram and video editing:  

Martín Paz - Argentina 

 

 

 

 

mailto: difusionfti@gmail.com   

 

PAN AMERICAN 

MAGAZINE 

 

Director: Isaac Jauli - México 

Editor: Enrique Reig - Mexico 

Diffusion: Magaly G. de Polanco – PR 

Isaac Jauli 

ijauli@hotmail.com 

 

 

IATF MAGAZINE 

 

Director Magaly G. de Polanco - PR 

Edition: Cecilia Calderón – Costa Rica 

JC - Argentina 

Enrique Reig - Mexico 

Isaac Jauli – Mexico 

Marcela Riaudo - Argentina 

 

Cecilia Calderón 

fti.secretaria2021@gmail.com 

 

EDUCATION AND 

TRAINING 

 

 

Coordination: Rafael Martínez - 

Mexico 

Cecilia Calderón – Costa Rica 

María de los Ángeles Orlich – Costa 

Rica 

 

Rafael Martínez 

remleiva@hotmail.com 

 

BRANCH 

MANAGEMENT 

 

Julio Pomar - Peru 

Edith Padilla - Peru 

María de los Ángeles Orlich – Costa 

Rica 

 

 

Julio Pomar 

teosoficaperu@gmail.com 

 

 

 

SERVICE 

 

Lucila García: Coordinator 

Ananya Sri Ram - USA 

Angela Murillo – USA 

José Álvarez – USA 

José Luis Cabero – Bolivia 

Magaly Polanco – Puerto Rico 

Marcela Riaudo – Argentina 

Martha Alicia González – Mexico 

 

 

 

Lucila García  

lugarti@gmail.com  

 

LODGE 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

 

 

Coordination: Magaly G. de Polanco 

Henry Reig 

 

 

Magaly Polanco 

polancomagaly@yahoo.com 

 

FUNDRAISING 

Henry Reig 

Cecilia Calderón 
Cecilia Calderón  

secretaria@americateosofica.org  
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The following letter was addressed to Mr. Sinnett by Mahatma M on the seventh anniversary of the founding of 

the Theosophical Society. He talks about the qualities they found in Helena Blavatsky and Henry S. Olcott that 

made them trustworthy for such a difficult task, hinting at the difficulties the founders faced from the very beginning 

of the Organization. (E.N) 

 

…On the 17th of November next the Septenary term of trial given the Society 

at its foundation in which to discreetly “preach us” will expire. One or two of 

us hoped that the world had so far advanced intellectually, if not intuitionally, 

that the Occult doctrine might gain an intellectual acceptance, and the 

impulse given for a new cycle of occult research. Others -wiser as it would 

now seem – held differently, but consent was given for the trial. It was 

stipulated, however, that the experiment should be made independently of 

our personal management; that there should be no abnormal interference by 

ourselves. So, casting about we found in America the man to stand as leader 

– a man of great moral courage, unselfish, and having other good qualities. 

He was far from being the best but (as Mr. Hume speaks in H.P.B.’s case) – 

he was the best one available. With him we associated a woman of most 

exceptional and wonderful endowments. Combined with them she had strong 

personal defects, but just as she was, there was no second to her living fit for 

this work. We sent her to America – brought them together – and the trial 

began. From the first both she and he were given to clearly understand that 

the issue lay entirely with themselves. And both offered themselves for the 

trial for certain remuneration in the far distant future – as KH would say – 

soldiers volunteer for a Forlorn Hope. For the 6.5 years they have been 

struggling against such odds as would have driven off anyone who was not 

working with the desperation of one who stakes life and all the prizes on some 

desperate supreme effort. (…) 

M 

 

 

HISTORY OF THE TS 

Qualities of the TS Founders 
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November 17 

 

Founders’ Day 
 

 

 

 

 

Let the future take care of itself; it is for us to so shape 

the present as to make it beget what we desire and what 

will bring honour upon us. If we are true to each other 

and true to ourselves, we shall surmount every 

obstacle, vanquish every foe, and attain what we are all 

in search of, the peace of mind which comes of absolute 

knowledge. If we are divided, irresolute, temporizing, 

jesuitical, we shall fail as a Society to do what is now 

clearly within our reach; and future years will doubtless 

see us bewailing the loss of such a golden opportunity 

as comes to few persons in a succession of centuries. 

 
H. S. Olcott, Inaugural Address 

November 17, 1875 
 

I am abundantly sure that you are quite correct in 

saying that it is the Branches which work that flourish, 

and that those addicted to “Parlour Talks” soon 

squabble and dwindle. You have gone right to the root 

of the matter. So, also, I agree with you, heart, and soul, 

in what you say as to the policy of a timid holding and 

setting forth of Theosophy. Nothing can be gained by 

such a policy, and all experience points to energy and 

decision as essential to any real advance.  

 
W. Q. Judge, Letters that Have Helped Me 

 

 

Humanity has lost its faith and its higher ideals; 

materialism and pseudo – science have slain them. The 

children of this age have no longer faith; they demand 

proof, proof founded on a scientific basis – and they shall 

have it. Theosophy, the source of all human religions, will 

give it to them.  

 

Letter from HPB to her sister V. de Zhelihovsky 

Late 1875 

 

 

William Q. Judge and Henry S. Olcott 
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         The dissemination of Theosophical 

teachings began in Puerto Rico in the early 

1900s. In the southern city of Ponce, some 

people read works from Vedanta, a Hindu 

philosophical system and it is possible that 

students were brought into contact with the 

Theosophical Society through this channel. 

         Dr. Justo Rivera Esbirí and Esteban 

Canevaro took the first steps to organize a 

group in Ponce. In addition to the two already 

mentioned, the Countess of Fleurian, a French 

lady, Luis Porrata Doria and Eugenio Astol 

cooperated in its foundation. Brother Esteban 

Canevaro was a member of the Cuban Section 

of the Theosophical Society since March 25, 

1905, since Cuba was the headquarters of the 

Theosophical movement in Latin America. 

During the year 1906, Justo Rivera Esbrí, 

Eugenio Astol, Teodoro Moscoso, Luis 

Porrata Doria, Miss Sara Hardman and Juan 

Hardman joined the Theosophical Society, 

Cuban Section. With these seven members, the 

first theosophical lodge in Puerto Rico was 

constituted. Its charter was issued on 

December 31, 1906 and it was called Ananda. 

Under the direction of the Countess of 

Fleurian, an intense campaign to promote 

Theosophy was made by the Ananda lodge. In 

a short time, theosophical study groups were 

formed in the main cities of the country, which 

later became theosophical lodges. 

          The second lodge was founded in the 

capital city of San Juan on January 22, 1911. It 

was called Luz en el Sendero (Light on The 

Path.) This lodge provided the main direction 

of the theosophical movement in Puerto Rico. 

As the movement gained more momentum, a 

third lodge was established in Utuado in 1912 

and became known as the Krishnamurti 

Theosophical 

Lodge. In 1916 

the fourth lodge 

was founded in 

Aguadilla and 

was called 

Nivritti Marga. 

    Other lodges 

were later 

established in 

Quebradillas, 

Caguas, Moca, 

Arecibo, Ponce, Cataño, Fajardo, Humacao, 

Lares, Guayama, Aibonito, Río Piedras, 

Mayagüez, and as well as study groups in other 

towns. Following the path of light created by 

the initial theosophists in Puerto Rico, others 

came in increasing numbers, lending their 

enthusiastic cooperation to the movement.  

          The Luz en el Sendero lodge in San Juan 

assumed the greatest importance due to its 

location in the capital city. With the largest 

number of members, it developed a capacity 

for both oral and written activities and 

propaganda. Light on the Path lodge published  

its magazine, El Heraldo Teosófico, under the 

direction of Don Eugenio Astor. This project 

united all the lodges on the island because it 

was the first activity of this kind, thus 

becoming very important for its members and 

sympathizers. 

          Theosophical lodges in Puerto Rico 

depended primarily on the Cuban Section of 

the TS. Eventually, an appeal was made by the 

members of Puerto Rico to the Cuban Section 

to request that the International Body of the 

Theosophical Society in Adyar, Chennai, India 

to PR its own section.  The International 

Council approved the request and on January 

HISTORY OF THE TS IN THE AMERICAS 

 

History of the TS in Puerto Rico 
Aramis López Tirado 
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28, 1925 granted a charter. It was called 

Theosophical Society in Puerto Rico. It 

functioned as a Section until in 2007 when it 

lost that condition for not being able to meet 

the necessary requirements. It now remains a 

Presidential Agency. 

          To respond to a need for a permanent 

meeting place, the Luz en el Sendero lodge of 

San Juan conceived of the idea of erecting a 

building dedicated to the noble cause for which 

Theosophists all work. The plausible idea 

created great sympathy. It was well understood 

that the spiritual environment for theosophical 

work was important. If it was altered or 

destroyed, as happens with the changes, the 

work becomes less fruitful and fertile. A fifth 

of the total cost of $5,000 was raise in a few 

months. It was hard and difficult work for 

everyone, but it was successful. The 

construction of a headquarters building started 

in June 1927. 

          The Theosophical Society in Puerto 

Rico currently has three lodges in the San Juan 

metropolitan area. It carries out its 

theosophical labors with the same enthusiasm. 

Many brothers traveled to Puerto Rico. One of 

them was the Reverend Vicar General of the 

Liberal Catholic Church of Central America, 

José B Acuña, who in 1928 arrived in PR for a 

few weeks from Cuba. He was also 

Presidential Agent of the Theosophical 

Society of the countries of Central America at 

the time. Mr. Acuña, was very distinguished. 

Consecrated in Holland, he was a native of 

Costa Rica with residence in San José, Costa 

Rica. 

          On October 1, 1929, Brother 

Jinarajadasa visited the Theosophical Society 

in Puerto Rico. He arrived in San Juan and was 

received by a group of theosophists from San 

Juan and other towns on the island. His first 

visit was to the new headquarters building 

where he gave a lecture by Mrs. Annie Besant, 

most likely remembering her on her birthday, 

October 1st. Bro. Jinarajadasa addressed the 

audience in Spanish. In the following days he 

gave several lectures. 

          In an interview for “Tell Me,” 

journalists asked him: 

 
Q. What is South America like? 

A. Over there, in Europe, they have the idea 

that everything is the same thing, but it is not 

true. Each country has its own unmistakable 

individuality which insists on outlining its 

characteristics more and more. 

Q. What is your idea in education? 

A. First of all, you have to take into account that 

the child has a soul with a certain character. The 

environment and the thoughts of others have a 

decisive influence on his life. The influence of 

beauty is paramount in the development of 

character. The creative aspect of education 

must be stimulated, not only the mind but also 

the intuition. 

Q. Do you think that Puerto Rico benefits from 

bilingual education? 

A. You need English, but you must not lose 

sight of the tradition and the treasure of your 

personality. 

 

         Later, in December 1939, Brother 

Jinarajadasa visited Puerto Rico for the second 

time. Several honorable brothers have also 

visited Puerto Rico over the years. In 1952 

there was a visit from Sr. Luz María Duran, in 

1953 from Dr. Eduardo Alfonso and in 1956 

Bro. Sri Ram arrived for the first time. In 1962 

Seymour Ballard also visited Puerto Rico. 

During his stay he gave several conferences at 

the headquarters of the ST and met Sister 

Carmen María Gonzales, then president of the 

Luz en el Sendero Lodge, whom he married. 

In 1967 the TS was visited by Geoffrey 

Hodson who gave several lectures both public 

and for members of the ST.  

         In 1970 Puerto Rico received a visit from 

brother Juan Viñas who returned years later in 

1983 and stayed for longer time in the country. 

After this, he visited the country again in 1989 

accompanied by a young theosophist Esteban 

Langlois, now General Secretary of Argentina. 

In 1995, he offered conferences in the Society 

and in universities and in the House of the 

Soul. He was a very dear brother of whom 

beautiful memories and anecdotes of his visits 

are kept.  

         In 1984, the First Caribbean Basin 

Seminar was held in Puerto Rico, which was 

called "The Internal Development of Man." 

This work was devised by the general secretary 

Dr. Miguel A Charneco and Isaac Jauli. On 
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that occasion, Dora Kunz, Emily Sellon, Joy 

Mills and many brothers representing the 

different regions of the Americas also visited.  

         At the end of February 1987, the 

president of the International Theosophical 

Society, Radha Burnier visited the country. 

She gave lectures at the headquarters of the 

Theosophical Society with topics related to the 

first hundred years of the TS and the new 

world order, as well as a conference addressed 

to the MST, "The Orphan Humanity and Us." 

Other brothers have visited the country giving 

lectures on various occasions, among them, 

brothers Fernando Álvarez and brother Isaac 

Jauli.  

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In the summer of 2000, the Fifth Caribbean 

Basin Seminar in Puerto Rico was hosted with 

distinguished brothers from all over America, 

Isaac Jauli, Fernando  Alvarez de Torrijo, 

Martín Leiderman and other distinguished 

brothers. There was an attendance of one 

hundred and ten members and other 

sympathizers where love and brotherhood 

reigned. Sister Magaly Gracia de Polanco 

oversaw this work at the time as general 

secretary of the Puerto Rico section. This work 

was possible thanks to the great group of 

committed brothers of the Theosophical 

Society in Puerto Rico. 
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Approaching the end of a year of work 

by the new Executive Committee of the Inter-

American Theosophical Federation, led by 

Enrique Reig, its current president, we wanted 

to interview him so that he could tell us what 

experiences he has had in these months, and 

what achievements and needs he perceives 

from his role. 

 

Juliana Cesano: Enrique, believe it or not, 

almost a year of work has already passed in 

your recent role as President of the FTI. Would 

you tell us what you think the most significant 

achievements of these months have been? 

  

Enrique Reig: Hi Juliana. In fact, we started in 

November 2021, and we are at the end of 

August, so there are about three months to go 

until the end of the first year. It is little time. 

However, some reflections can be made. 

        The achievements are several and due 

to the team that we make up. I can name some 

of them, such as having brought together a 

competent team of collaborators. The 

organizing capacity shown by the secretary 

Cecilia Calderón is remarkable. Likewise, 

Magaly Polanco shares her enormous 

experience that has become a model in project 

and people management. Ananya Sri Ram, 

María Orlich, and Emilse Barrera are the best 

people we could have wished for to have on 

the team for their dedication and 

professionalism that is deeply appreciated. 

Finally, Rafael Martínez, who is in charge of 

managing the finances. Our gratitude to him 

for his willingness to collaborate with the 

team. 

 Then, our motto "There is no nobler 

path than fraternity," which we now work to 

apply in practice. Also, having carried out the 

detailed planning of an entire work program 

and some trips, 

mainly to Bolivia and 

the Dominican 

Republic, where 

some face-to-face 

seminars and 

workshops were 

given, as well as in 

Mexico. Another 

aspect was the 

consolidation of 

international Sunday conferences, which 

Magaly Gracia de Polanco has been doing 

perfectly well for a long time.  Regular 

attendance at meetings with the team has 

helped to share concerns and form work teams 

as well as listen to concerns and try to resolve 

them together. We try to find a point of 

collaboration that allows us all to feel 

comfortable with the work we do. In short, it 

has been a work of planning and organization 

that we started from the first week, in which 

we evaluated the convenience of making a trip 

to Chicago where I was able to meet with 

Barbara Herbert, Ananya Sri Ram and you.   

As part of the planning, trips to 

Colombia and Peru were designed, which were 

canceled at the last minute due to the COVID 

restrictions in these two countries. We agreed 

on the details with the president agents of 

Colombia and Peru, who believed that the trip 

was inappropriate for the reasons already 

explained. A couple of months later we were 

able to travel and work in Dominican Republic 

and later in La Paz and Cochabamba, in 

Bolivia.  

 

JC: We can say that the wheels are more than 

running and there is a solid work team. On a 

more specific note, what major projects were 

Interviewing Enrique Reig 
Juliana Cesano 

 

 

INTERVIEW 
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quickly completed and are already up and 

running? 

ER: The planning of activities to be carried out 

for the following years included a quick start 

to the work within the first hundred days, that 

would be completed at the beginning of March 

in this year.  In those first hundred days, the 

most relevant or primary activities needed to 

be articulated, as well as the secondary ones. 

We decided to call this our “agenda,” and we 

started with about twelve of them, which 

covered different activities. After March, once 

the main activities were announced, we 

decided to focus on the official IATF/FTI 

website and YouTube channel. To this end, a 

committee was formed that has worked very 

well, including Edith Padilla from Peru, 

Emilse Barrera and her husband Martín Paz 

from Argentina, José Luis Cabero from 

Bolivia, Jesús Sánchez Silva (alias Chuy) and 

some other collaborators who they have 

gathered together and worked hard so today we 

have a very beautiful and useful page. With 

personal resources from the steering 

committee, we hired a designer to make the 

professional logos and to be able to have a 

stationery that allows us to certify the members 

in the different procedures that they must carry 

out according to the committees or agendas 

where they are working. The designs turned 

out very well and are already being used. 

Another main agenda was the 

operational management of Branches. Several 

brothers led by Julio Pomar, María Orlich, 

Edith Padilla, Leonor Maldonado and some 

other brothers have participated in it. They 

have put together and are about to release a 

final protocol that Julio has already been 

working on for a long time and will now apply 

to all of America. A protocol that helps the 

Branches manage themselves according to 

rules and obligations in harmony with the laws 

of their countries. This committee has one 

more part, of practical management. Isaac 

Jauli, Magaly Polanco and I are on this one. 

This part of the management analyzes how to 

unite, convene, motivate members, including 

how to work to bring new members closer. 

This an extension of the program already 

carried out by Leonor Maldonado in Mexico.  

There are two very important projects 

evolving which are the development of a Pan-

American Theosophy campus and the 

development of the Pan-American Theosophy 

Library. The first was decided to be in the 

Dominican Republic, since this country is in 

the middle of the three Americas.  The 

distances can be shared if we convene the 

entire continent. The brothers from the 

Dominican Republic, together with Magaly 

Polanco, expressed the desire to have an 

appropriate place to gather students from all 

over America in that country. They were 

listened to and later a family of members of the 

local Theosophical Society were called, who 

donated a beautiful country land, which we 

greatly appreciate. Currently a brother from 

Dominican Republic who has an architecture 

firm has made pro-bono designs for cabins, 

living quarters, and conference rooms. The 

initial designs are almost finished and 

approved so what follows is to carry out a 

fundraising campaign so that the work can be 

carried out. By the way, a few days after 

starting the executive committee we received a 

donation of eleven thousand euros from a 

brother from Bilbao, Félix Obieta. It has 

already been agreed that seven thousand from 

that amount will go to the construction of this 

Pan-American campus of Theosophy. 

The other big project is in 

Cochabamba, Bolivia. It is about consolidating 

the Dora Crespo library that belonged to 

Blavatsky's great-nephew, Boris de Zircoff. 

He donated it to Dorita, who kept it in a place 

near Cochabamba until her death. This 

collection has very important books. We 

intend to obtain a building where the library 

can be concentrated and give it the name the 

Dora Crespo Pan-American Library of 

Theosophy. We have already discussed this 

issue in a special meeting, first virtual and then 

in person, with Sister María Luisa Cabrera, the 

Presidential Representative, and the brothers 

from Bolivia, who agree. The project is on 

hold while we try to move forward on the other 

one in Dominican Republic. 

Another project we have completed 

was to generate a second IATF/IFT outreach 

magazine, which is the same one where this 

interview will appear. The Pan-American 
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Magazine will be kept for Theosophical 

research in science, philosophy and religions 

and the new Inter-American Theosophical 

magazine will include interviews with people 

who are dedicated to Theosophical work, 

popular Theosophical articles, information on 

the activities that will be carried out each 

quarter, and a comment area open by members 

of the Theosophical Society who want to take 

advantage of this space. The magazine has 

been very well-received, it includes the 

excellent work you have done, Juliana, on the 

cover design, and that of Sr. Cecilia Calderón 

from Costa Rica, the FTI/IATF secretary, in 

organizing content and the preparation of the 

material to be published. In addition to the 

always important help of Ananya Sri Ram. 

The rest of the agendas are varied. 

Some of them are intended to promote 

brotherhood throughout America. They 

include contests in photography, sculpture, 

poetry, service, practical theosophy, 

membership, legacy care, training and 

education, youth work, models of fraternity, 

models of service (some with the TOS, some 

in some other service organizations). These 

plans are waiting to kick off. 

 

JC: This is good!... I wanted to mention that 

the web page was beautiful and very complete. 

Here is the link for those who want to visit it: 

www.americateosofica.org.  

Moving now to what needs support, 

what areas do you think would need more 

collaboration from members in the Americas? 

 

ER: It is necessary to open communication 

channels with all the Presidential Sections and 

Agencies throughout the Americas. Each has 

its own challenges and opportunities. In this 

sense, after discussing and agreeing, we have 

responded by awarding a scholarship to a 

young woman for the international meeting in 

the Netherlands. The young woman elected 

was unable to travel due to visa problems, so 

we decided to grant scholarships to Catalina 

Izasa Cantor, who lives in Adyar, and who has 

been in close contact with us. We were able to 

grant her a scholarship by paying the plane 

ticket and her visit was carried out 

satisfactorily. Brother Isaac Jauli, who is an 

honorary member of the Americas for being a 

member in Europe, also attended the European 

meeting held recently in York, Great Britain, 

on behalf of the IATF/FTI, carrying a letter of 

introduction and representation. Likewise, we 

supported the brothers from El Salvador, who 

were going through a very difficult crisis. We 

contribute money to help them. With donations 

from brothers in Spain, we have also paid for a 

zoom subscription so youth meetings, 

programming, and development of their 

events, organized by Catalina from Adyar, can 

flow better. It was becoming more and more 

complicated to lend them access codes with the 

time difference so marked due to the distance 

between the countries. 

 

JC: Donations are obviously very welcome 

and can have a significant impact on America's 

engagement with the rest of the world. I 

imagine that you have had the opportunity to 

be in contact with the reality of some countries. 

Would you tell us about some of the 

difficulties you are experiencing and if there 

are already ideas or projects to overcome 

them? 

 

ER: Yes, not with all of them, but with some 

of the countries, COVID restrictions decrease 

our chances for personal contact. The most 

important difficulty was the pandemic and the 

unfortunate event that some of our brothers 

have disincarnated or have been sick. As a 

result of the economic paralysis, there have 

been restrictions in practically all countries, 

making things more difficult, and this has also 

affected the Theosophical Society. Regarding 

what we know, we would like each Branch to 

have a minimum digital library collection. We 

are working on it, and we also want to have the 

appropriate equipment to project presentations 

or to study the contents. We are also already 

working on it. We need to be more united, 

avoid divisions and misunderstandings, not 

react to provocations, if there are any, and 

maintain the ideal of being, as far as possible, 

fraternal. For this, it is necessary to live 

together, even if it is by Zoom, but at any time 

the coexistence will be carried out in many 

other ways. We have many plans for this, to 

encourage meetings. We all do theosophy... 

http://www.americateosofica.org/
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JC: Could you remind readers how members 

in the Americas can collaborate, participate, 

and support the work that the FTI is doing? 

 

ER: We will soon contact everyone to inform 

them of the projects and promote spaces where 

it is possible to integrate, get to know each 

other, listen to each other, support each other, 

and live an ideal of friendly unity. So, the 

recommendation is to participate, get 

information through the magazine about the 

events to be held and participate. 

 

JC: Of everything you have experienced this 

year, what makes you happy at the end of the 

day? What has made your heart happy? 

 

ER It is heartwarming to see members doing 

so much with so few resources, working so 

hard to study and help where they can. What 

enriches my heart is working alongside people 

who are so enthusiastic and dedicated to the 

theosophical ideal. My heart strains and 

delights with emotion when I read the 

Mahatmas and H. P. Blavatsky, when I let my 

imagination run wild trying to understand what 

they say, how they say it, and why they say it. 

And at the end of the day, as you ask, my heart 

rejoices with the healthy and well-intentioned 

coexistence of all of us who collaborate with 

this transcendent work of becoming the best 

possible version, of being contemporary 

Theosophists. 

 

JC: Surely there are many things that you 

would like to make a reality next year. 

Anything in particular that you would like to 

mention? 

 

ER: I would love that the group of 

collaborators that currently lead the IATF/FTI 

be able to motivate brethren to reflect and live 

together the theosophical ideal inherited by 

humanity more than one hundred and forty-

seven years ago. So that united in our 

similarities, but above all in our differences, 

we can live in harmony. That we make the 

attempt to live what is expected of us as 

Theosophists, so that the Great Beings who 

have put us in custody of this wonderful 

legacy, know that we strive and try to live it. 

And by observing our determination and effort 

to study and apply their teachings, we can 

become better brothers and sisters, in short, 

better human beings.  
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The true Occultist, while he is to 

himself the sternest of judges, the most rigid of 

taskmasters, is to all around him the most 

sympathizing of friends, the gentlest of 

helpers. To reach this gentleness and power of 

sympathy should, then, be the aim of each of 

us, and it can only be gained by unremitting 

practice of such gentleness and sympathy 

towards all, without exception, who surround 

us. Every would-be Occultist should be the 

one person, in his own home and circle, to 

whom everyone most readily turns in sorrow, 

in anxiety, in sin- sure of sympathy, sure of 

help. The most unattractive, the dullest, the 

most stupid, the most repellent should feel that 

in him, at least, they have a friend. Every 

yearning towards a better life, every budding 

desire towards unselfish service, every half-

formed wish to live more noble, should find in 

him one ready to encourage and strengthen, so 

that every germ of good may begin to grow 

under the warming and stimulating presence of 

his loving nature. To reach this power of 

service is a matter of self-training in daily life. 

First, we need to recognize that the SELF in all 

is one; so that in each person with whom we 

come into contact, we shall ignore all that is 

unlovely in the outer casing, and recognize the 

SELF seated in the heart. The next thing is to 

realize- in feeling, not only in theory- that the 

SELF is endeavoring to express itself through 

the casings that obstruct it, and that the inner 

nature is altogether lovely, and is distorted to 

us by the envelopes that surround it. Then we 

should identify ourselves with that SELF, 

which is indeed ourselves in its essence, and 

co-operate with it in its warfare against the 

lower elements that stifle its expression. And 

since we have to 

work through our 

own lower nature on 

our brother, the only 

way to effectually 

help is to see things 

as that brother sees 

them, with his 

limitations, his 

prejudices, his 

distorted vision; and 

thus, seeing them, and being affected by them 

in our lower nature, help him in his way and 

not in ours, for thus only can real help be 

given. Here comes in the Occult training. We 

learn to withdraw ourselves from our lower 

nature, to study it, to feel its feelings without 

being thereby affected, and so, while 

emotionally we experience, intellectually we 

judge. We must utilize this method for our 

brother's help, and while we feel as he feels, as 

the synchronized string gives out the note of 

its fellow, we must use our disengaged “I" to 

judge, to advise, to raise, but always so using 

it that our brother shall be conscious that it is 

his better nature that is uttering itself by our 

lips. We must desire to share our best; not to 

keep, but to give, is the life of the Spirit. Often 

our “best” would be unattractive to the one we 

are trying to help, as noble poetry to a little 

child; then we must give the best he can 

assimilate, withholding the other, not because 

we grudge it, but because he does not yet want 

it. Thus do the Masters of Compassion help us 

who are as children to Them, and in like 

fashion must we seek to help those who are 

younger than we are in the life of the Spirit.

SERVICE 

About Service 
Excerpt from The Doctrine of The Heart  

Annie Besant 
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 That view of one’s Karma which leads 

to a bewailing of the unkind fate which has 

kept advantages in life away from us, is a 

mistaken estimate of what is good and what is 

not good for the soul. It is quite true that we 

may often find persons surrounded with great 

advantages but who make no corresponding 

use of them or pay but little regard to them. But 

this very fact in itself goes to show that the so-

called advantageous position in life is really 

not good nor fortunate in the true and inner 

meaning of those words. The fortunate one has 

money and teachers, ability, and means to 

travel and fill the surroundings with works of 

art, with music and with ease. But these are 

like the tropical airs that enervate the body; 

these enervate the character instead of building 

it up. They do not in themselves tend to the 

acquirement of any virtue whatever but rather 

to the opposite by reason of the constant 

steeping of the senses in the subtle essences of 

the sensuous world. They are like sweet things 

which, being swallowed in quantities, turn to 

acids in the inside of the body. Thus, they can 

be seen to be the opposite of good Karma.

 What then is good Karma and what bad? 

The all-embracing and sufficient answer is 

this: 

 Good Karma is that kind which the Ego 

desires and requires; bad, that which the Ego 

neither desires nor requires. 

 And in this the Ego, being guided and 

controlled by law, by justice, by the necessities 

of upward evolution, and not by fancy, 

selfishness, revenge, or ambition, is sure to 

choose the earthly habitation that is most 

likely, out of all possible of selection, to give 

a Karma for the real advantage in the end. In 

this light then, even the lazy, indifferent life of 

one born rich as well as that of one born low 

and wicked is right.  

  

 

 When we, 

from this plane, 

inquire into the 

matter, we see that 

the “advantages” 

which one would 

seek were he 

looking for the 

strengthening of 

character, the 

unloosing of soul force and energy, would be 

called by the selfish and personal world 

“disadvantages.” Struggle is needed for the 

gaining of strength; buffeting adverse eras is 

for the gaining of depth; meagre opportunities 

may be used for acquiring fortitude; poverty 

should breed generosity.  

 The middle ground in all this, and not 

the extreme, is what we speak of. To be born 

with the disadvantage of drunken, diseased 

parents, in the criminal portion of the 

community, is a punishment which constitutes 

a wait on the road of evolution. It is a necessity 

generally because the Ego has drawn about 

itself in a former life some tendencies which 

cannot be eliminated in any other way. But we 

should not forget that sometimes, often in the 

grand total, a pure, powerful Ego incarnates in 

just such awful surroundings, remaining good 

and pure all the time, and staying there for the 

purpose of uplifting and helping others. 

 But to be born in extreme poverty is not 

a disadvantage. Jesus said well when, 

repeating what many  sages had said before, he 

described the difficulty experienced by the 

rich man in entering heaven. If we look at life 

from the narrow point of view of those who 

say there is but one earth and after it either 

eternal heaven or hell, then poverty will be 

regarded as a great disadvantage and 

something to be avoided. But seeing that we 

THEOSOPHICAL LIVING 

Advantages and Disadvantages in Life  
William Q. Judge 
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have many lives to live, and that they will give 

us all needed opportunity for building up 

character, we must admit that poverty is not, in 

itself, necessarily bad Karma. Poverty has no 

natural tendency to engender selfishness, but 

wealth requires it.  

 A sojourn for everyone in a body born 

to all the pains, deprivations, and miseries of 

modern poverty, is good and just. Inasmuch as 

the present state of civilization with all its 

horrors of poverty, of crime, of disease, of 

wrong relations almost everywhere, has grown 

out of the past, in which we were workers, it is 

just that we should experience it all at some 

point in your career. If some person who now 

pays no heed to the misery of men and women 

should next life be plunged into one of the 

slums of our cities for rebirth, it would imprint 

on the soul the misery of such a situation. This 

would lead later on to compassion and care for 

others. For, unless we experience the effects of 

a state of life we cannot understand or 

appreciate it from a mere description. The 

personal part involved in this may not like it as 

a future prospect, but if the Ego decides that 

the next personality shall be there then all will 

be an advantage and not a disadvantage. 

 If we look at the fi eld of operation in us 

of the so-called advantages of opportunity, 

money, travel and teachers we see at once that 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 it all has to do with the brain and nothing else. 

Languages, archaeology, music, satiating sight 

with beauty, eating the finest food, wearing the 

best clothes, travelling to many places and thus 

infinitely varying impressions on ear and eye; 

all these begin and end in the brain and not in 

the soul or character. As the brain is a portion 

of the unstable, fleeting body the whole 

phantasmagoria disappears from view and use 

when the note of death sends its awful 

vibration through the physical form and drives 

out the inhabitant. The wonderful central 

master-ganglion disintegrates, and nothing at 

all is left but some faint aromas here and there 

depending on the actual love within for any 

one pursuit or image or sensation. Nothing left 

of it all but a few tendencies— skandhas, not 

of the very best. The advantages then turn out 

in the end to be disadvantages altogether. But 

imagine the same brain and body not in places 

of ease, struggling for a good part of life, doing 

their duty and not in a position to please the 

senses: this experience will burn in, stamp 

upon, carve into the character, more energy, 

more power, and more fortitude. It is thus 

through the ages that great characters are 

made. The other mode is the mode of the 

humdrum average, which is nothing after all, 

as yet, but an animal.  
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INTER-AMERICAN THEOSOPHICAL FEDERATION 
INTERNATIONAL TALKS PROGRAM* 

IV QUARTER 2022 

 

 
Zoom Platform ID and Password for all sessions 

ID: 856 45946857 

Password: 998220 

GMT: 16 h 
Mexico, Peru, and Colombia: 11h 

Costa Rica and Guatemala: 10 h 

Bolivia, Dominican Republic, Paraguay, Puerto Rico, and Venezuela: 12 noon 

Chile, Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay: 13 h 

Spain: 18:00 h 

 

https://www.datosmundial.com/zonas-horarias/conversor.php  

 

 

Month 

 

Date 

 

Speaker 

 

Theme 

 

    

 

 

October   

  2 Eduardo J. Grimaglia The Wisdom of the Bhagavad Gita 

  9 Hugo Pedro Valdivia  The Planets of Initiation: Theosophy, 

Astronomy and Astrology 

 16 César Ortega The Domain of a Bhikkhu. 

Commentaries to the verses of the 

Dhammapada 

 23 Henry Reig and Isaac 

Jauli 

Facing the Fraternity Enemies 

 30 

 

Sergio Moraes Junior Time as Space of the SELF 

 

    

 

 

November 

   6 Jazmin Salazar O. 

 

Women's Physical and Spiritual Health 

  

 13 

Rafael Arevalo  Time as a Dimension 

 20 Catalina Isaza The TS and its Founders: A Jewel for 

Humanity 

 27 Marlon Cruz   Insights into the Yoga Tradition 

 

    

 

 

December   

   4 Nilda Venegas Transcendence and Liberation 

 11 Isaac Jauli  Hildegard of Bingen: the Great Mystic of 

the 12th Century 

 18 Felipe De Castro  Solstices and Equinoxes  

 25   

 

 

 
* The talks are held in Spanish and can be searched subtitled on the IATF's official YouTube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo3Mtr6PlrKZkBT7Z6gXdLg 

  

 

https://www.datosmundial.com/zonas-horarias/conversor.php
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo3Mtr6PlrKZkBT7Z6gXdLg
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NEWS FROM THE REGIONS 

 

MEETING IN 

PUERTO RICO 

 

The European Federation of the Theosophical Society held its congress in the city of York, England, 

from August 1 to 6. The meeting was chaired by Sr. Tran-Kim Dieu, current President of this 

Federation. It was attended mainly by representatives from the different European countries after the 

event had been suspended for two years. It was an opportunity to strengthen fraternal ties and work 

plans among the various sections and representations of the TS. The ITF was represented by Br. 

Isaac Jauli, who presented his credentials to the organizers of the event. 

 

CONGRESS OF THE EUROPEAN FEDERATION  OF THE  

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY  
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On August 22, 2022, the Teotl Lodge of El Salvador celebrated, with great 

joy, the Initiation of Sr. Nilsa Liliana Valladares from the Republic of 

Honduras. It was a solemn ceremony in which after having taken the 

necessary steps, all the brothers expressed brief words of enthusiasm and 

joy for a new member in the ranks of the Theosophical Society. At the 

end, a small ritual feast was with a cake took place in a fraternal 

atmosphere with the participation of Br. Rafael Arevalo, who sang 

melodies of the past accompanied by an acoustic guitar. 

From July 10 to 16 of this year 2022, the Winter School was held in the Argentina Section, at the Theosophical 

Center of San Rafael, Mendoza, under the theme: "The path of the Theosophist, a living and active participation 

of the Plan". On this occasion, the activity was coordinated by Leandro Cesano, Vice President of the S.T. in 

Argentina, and also had the participation of exhibitors from different parts of the country, who invited to reflect in 

depth on various topics. Some of them were: 

➢ What is the true constitution of Man? 

➢ The evolutionary processes that the immortal Soul has by law to go through; the relationship  the 

Theosophical Society freedom of thought and its 3 objectives has with this Plan and processes. 

➢ Suggestions from some theosophical, philosophical and religious schools on the preparation to walk this Path. 

Days of study were shared with dynamics of group reflections, framed in the silence and harmony that the 

Theosophical Center of San Rafael fosters. 

 

Brothers in Venezuela celebrate the Anniversary of the 

foundation of the first Theosophical Lodge in that country 

by remembering its founder, Sr. Maria Emilia Bonilla. 

The Lodge was founded on September 23, 1953. Our 

best wishes to the Venezuelan Brothers to continue to 

keep alive the flame of Theosophy. 

 

ARGENTINA 
WINTER SCHOOL 2022 

VENEZUELA 
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION 

 

 

EL SALVADOR  
A NEW MEMBER  
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SERVICE ACTIVITIES 

 

 

 

STORYTELLING, 

REFLECTION, LAUGHTER, 

AND RELAXATION 

 
This is the name of the activity that a Sister 

of the Tonatzin Lodge, in Tuxtla 

Gutiérrez, Chiapas, Mexico, developed as 

a volunteer through the OTS at a 

Rehabilitation Center for young 

alcoholics and drug addicts. She tells us: "I 

talk to them. I tell them a story. We reflect 

and then we do yoga exercises of laughter. 

In the end, we do a meditation and sound 

therapy." This beautiful activity is carried 

out every three months, a period that lasts 

the treatment in the boarding school.  

 

 

 

In Ocozocoautla de Espinoza, Chiapas, a Sister 

from the Jantepusi Study Center lead a team of 

TOS volunteers in a project she started last year. 

They teach children respect for Nature and make 

known varied species of the fauna that inhabit 

their Municipality. Best wishes to the Sister in 

such a wonderful project.  
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INTER-AMERICAN THEOSOPHICAL 

FEDERATION 
  

INVITES 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A MEETING OF THEOSOPHICAL STUDENTS FROM LATIN 

AMERICA 

Aimed at MST and supporters 

 

ADYAR, CHENNAI, INDIA 
 

 

From 17 to 19 January 2022 

 

 

MODERATORS 
 DR. ENRIQUE REIG  

 ISAAC JAULI 

 

Information: Magaly G. Polanco 

polancomagaly@yahoo.com   

  WhatsApp: +1 (787) 226-7264 

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES 

 

PUERTO RICO AND DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

 

WORKSHOP  

SEEKING REFUGE ONLY IN 

THE ETERNAL 

 

 

 

 

mailto:polancomagaly@yahoo.com
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II CONFERENCES IN THE ANDES 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Activities will be held in the facilities of the Theosophical 

Center of San Rafael, which provides bright and ample space 

for both individual study and reflection, as well as for group 

proposals. Its "Arboretum" has been declared of social and 

cultural interest. It is home to more than 1500 tree 

specimens. It also houses specimens of wildlife, mainly 

birds. due to its extension and invaluable tree population, it 

has become a suburban habitat that protects countless birds 

and insects. In addition, it annually removes approximately 

510 kilos of air pollution, stores 240 tons of carbon and 

produces 14 tons of oxygen. 

 

 

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN ARGENTINA 

 

Summer School 2023 
 January 29 to February 2  

 
The inner life  

Self-knowledge and contemplation on the three paths 
 

Guest speaker: Sa. Juliana Cesano 

 

Experience, in any field of life, is irreplaceable and non-transferable. 

Whoever lives it, develops aspects of his being that can only be revealed 

through it, transforming it in unique and sometimes unexpected ways. 

Similarly, those who daily try to cultivate mental calmness in order to 

become receptive to their spiritual nature are transformed. Along the way he 

not only discovers who he is not, but how to make way for what he is. That 

path is unique to each soul but shares similarities with others. In this Summer 

School we will experience the different paths proposed by ancient wisdom, 

the elements that each one proposes for self-knowledge, the points in which 

they intersect, and the importance of developing empathy towards all.  

Juliana Cesano has been a member of the Theosophical Society since 

1996 and has been active for the organization ever since.  

She was a volunteer at the TS International Center in Adyar, India and 

since 2007 she works for the National TS Center in the USA, where she 

currently holds the position of Director of Member Education.  

She is an international speaker and her approach to ancient wisdom 

emphasizes the living of the teachings. 
 
 

October 7 to 10 
 

Practical Theosophy  

An invitation to live altruistically by 

transforming knowledge into Wisdom 
 

AIMED AT MST AND SUPPORTERS 

Information:  

Jornadas Andinas: jornadasandinasst@gmail.com  

 
COSTS AND REGISTRATION: 

https://forms.gle/ckJV4r98t7zRpgTt6  
 
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM AND MORE 

INFORMATION 

https://www.facebook.com/103525357772797/posts/

638963337562327/?flite=scwspnss  

 

 

 

CONTACTS:  
 
centroteosofico@yahoo.com.ar  
Cellphone / WhatsApp: +54 9 260 467 1554  
www.sociedadteosofica.org.ar     
FB: Centro Teosófico en San Rafael 

 

mailto:jornadasandinasst@gmail.com
https://forms.gle/ckJV4r98t7zRpgTt6
https://www.facebook.com/103525357772797/posts/638963337562327/?flite=scwspnss
https://www.facebook.com/103525357772797/posts/638963337562327/?flite=scwspnss
mailto:centroteosofico@yahoo.com.ar
http://www.sociedadteosofica.org.ar/
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 17:30 h Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay 

16:30 h. Bolivia, Paraguay, Venezuela, Puerto Rico and  

Dominican Republic 

15:30 h. Mexico, Peru and Colombia 

2:30 p.m. Costa Rica 

13:30 h. CA 

10:30 p.m. Spain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STUDY GROUPS 

 

3:30 h Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay 

12:30 h Bolivia, Paraguay, Venezuela, Puerto 

Rico and  Dominican Republic. 

11:30h  Mexico, Peru and Colombia 

10:30 h Costa Rica 

9:30 h CA 

18:30 h Spain 

 

 

13:30 h. Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay 

12:30 h. Bolivia, Paraguay, Venezuela, Puerto Rico and 

Dominican Republic 

11:30 am Mexico, Peru and Colombia 

10:30 am Costa Rica and Guatemala 

9:30 a.m. CA 

18:30 h Spain 

 

 
19 h Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay 

18 h Bolivia, Paraguay, Venezuela Puerto 

Rico and  Dominican Republic 

17 h Mexico, Peru and Colombia 

16 h Costa Rica 

15h CA 

 

 

 

 19 h Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay 

18 h Bolivia, Paraguay, Venezuela, Puerto 

Rico and Dominican Republic 

17 h Mexico, Peru and Colombia 

16 h Costa Rica 

15 h CA 

24 h Spain 

 

 

 21 h Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay 

20 h Bolivia, Paraguay, Venezuela, Puerto Rico  

and Dominican Republic 

19 h Colombia, Peru and Mexico 

18 h Costa Rica, Guatemala 

17 h CA 
 

 
 18:30 h Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and  Uruguay 

17:30 h Bolivia, Paraguay, Venezuela, Puerto 

Rico and Dominican Republic 

16:30 h México, Perú and Colombia 

15:30 h  Costa Rica, El Salvador 

14:30 h CA 

23:30 h Spain 

 19 h Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay 

18 h Bolivia, Paraguay, Venezuela, Puerto 

Rico and Dominican Republic 

17 h México, Perú and Colombia 

16 h Costa Rica, El Salvador 

15 h CA 
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   TOS – DONATIONS – MEDITATION – HEALING 

 

Donations for Ukrainian refugees through the TOS in the United States of America: www.theoservice.org.  Apply the 
donation to "Let TOS decide greatest need" which will allow it to go directly to refugees from Ukraine.  For more 
information contact Sr.  Ananya Sri Ram:  info@theoservice.org 
 
 

Includes Meditation for Peace 
23:30 GMT 

http://www.theoservice.org/
mailto:info@theoservice.org
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Activities in Spanish 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

 

Activities in English 
 

   

 

  

The Mahatmas and the Theosophical Society: Origin and Purpose 

 

January 16,18,20,23,25 and 2. Every Tuesday and Friday 

 

Facilitator: Isis M. Resende 
Time: 20:00 PM in Spain (GMT+1) 

see your local time 

   
INFORMATION: theschoolofthewisdom@gmail.com 
 

ADYAR SCHOOL OF WISDOM  

The Wisdom of the Forest: An Introduction to the Upanishads 

 

October 1 - 16, 2022 (Saturdays and Sundays) 

 

Facilitator: Prof. Oscar Figueroa 

Time: 2 PM Mexico, 4 PM Argentina, 7 PM GMT, 9 PM Spain,  

see your local time 

See more... 

 

REGISTRATION: Click here 

 

 
 

 

 

The Fundamentals of Advaita Vedanta – Tattva-bodha  

Cicle II   

 

September 25 to December 11. Every Sunday 

 

Facilitator: Dra. Radha Raghunathan . 

 Time: 7 PM IST (India Time), 1:30 PM GMT 

Check your local time 

Prerequisite: Have completed Part I or study the material and  

corresponding videos  

Registration: Click here 
 

 

https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=Los+Mahatmas&iso=20230116T20&p1=31&ah=2
mailto:theschoolofthewisdom@gmail.com
https://ts-adyar.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0ab21c8f927dce0a46c923124&id=e5491508ad&e=6b35735f87
https://ts-adyar.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0ab21c8f927dce0a46c923124&id=c962a6dae2&e=6b35735f87
https://ts-adyar.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0ab21c8f927dce0a46c923124&id=7bc024228d&e=6b35735f87
https://ts-adyar.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0ab21c8f927dce0a46c923124&id=7bc024228d&e=6b35735f87
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=Advaita+Vedanta+Cycle+II&iso=20220925T19&p1=553&ah=2
https://tsconvention.com/sow-application-raghunathan-2/
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For more information about the  Adyar SOW:    https://www.ts-adyar.org/content/school-wisdom  

Sanskrit: The Divine Language 

November 5 to December 10. Every Saturday. 

 

Facilitator: Dr. Sadananda Das 

Time: 8:00 PM IST 

Check your local time 

Registration: Click here 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From intellectual understanding to life practice:  

Foundations of the Buddha's Teaching in the Light of Theosophy 

October 12 to 18. Every Wednesday and Friday 
Facilitator: Ms Tran-Thi-Kim-Dieu 

Time: at 4 PM Paris, 2:00 PM GMT Check your local time 

Registration: Click here 
 

 

 

ADYAR  

147TH INTERNATIONAL 

CONVENTION 
 

After two years of online events, this year's 

convention will be in-person at the International 

Headquarters at Adyar, Chennai. India. 

All members of the Society in good standing are 

welcome to attend as delegates. Non-members are 

welcome as well to register and book for meals at the 

Canteen but accommodation at the campus is not 

possible (for non-members). If you stay outside the 

campus you need to register anyway and you can 

book meals for the Canteen. Online viewers will 

need to register as well. 

Registration: https://linktr.ee/tsadyar  

Where: International Headquarters Adyar, 

Chennai, India  

When: 31st December 2022 - 4th January 2023 

8:00am - 7:30pm Daily 

 

 

https://www.ts-adyar.org/content/school-wisdom
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=Sanskrit%3A+The+divine+Language&iso=20221105T20&p1=553&ah=2
https://tsconvention.com/sow-application-sanskrit-das/
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?p1=195&iso=20221012T16&msg=Intellectual%20understanding&ah=2&sort=1
https://tsconvention.com/sow-application-ttkd/
https://linktr.ee/tsadyar
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Date 

 

Speakers 

 

 

Theme 

   
 

 

 October 30 

 

Isela Navarro (Bolivia) 

Cristóbal Flores (Mexico) 

Andrea Corona (Mexico) 

Moderator: Catalina Isaza (Colombia) 

 

 

Art and Spirituality 

 

 

 

November 27 

 

 

Yunuen Fortanell (Mexico)  

Natalia Céspedes (Dominican Republic) 

Omar M. Sandoval (Mexico) 

Moderator: Agnes Martínez (Costa Rica) 

 

 

 

Dreams 

 

 

 

 December 25 

 

 
BREAK FOR CONVENTION  IN ADYAR  

AND NEW YEAR'S EVE FESTIVITIES 

            

            

YOUNG THEOSOPHISTS ACTIVITIES 

  

YOUNG THEOSOPHISTS ENCOUNTERS 
Organized by: Spanish – Speaking Young Theosophists Group 

Catalina Isaza Cantor 
catalinaisazacantor@gmail.com 

WhatsApp +91 83185 47750 

 

  
Zoom Platform ID: 839 7960 0299 

Password: jovteos 
Join Zoom Meeting 

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83979600299?pwd=cVMwV0NVZEI2N0RzWCs3SGJuZm
RPdz09  

GMT: 14:00 h 
Spain: 16:00 h  

 Mexico: 9:00 a.m.  

Costa Rica: 8:00 a.m. 

 Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic and Bolivia: 10:00 a.m. 

 Chile, Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay: 11:00 am  

 Peru and Colombia: 9:00 a.m. 

 

 

 Live stream on YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzkdPxc55MDt1bbSB_7z9wg  

 

mailto:catalinaisazacantor@gmail.com
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83979600299?pwd=cVMwV0NVZEI2N0RzWCs3SGJuZmRPdz09
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83979600299?pwd=cVMwV0NVZEI2N0RzWCs3SGJuZmRPdz09
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzkdPxc55MDt1bbSB_7z9wg
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  INTERNATIONAL YOUTH CONVENTION 

The Hidden Side of Things 

Event Start Date:  

Dec 27, 2022 - 08:30 to Dec 29, 2022 - 20:00 

 

Delivery:  

In-Person 

Age limit: 18-45 years 

Venue: Blavatsky Bungalow 

The sessions program will be arranged by the young members themselves by the contact 

person on theoyouth@gmail.com 

REGISTRATION 

Registration link leads first to pay online and then to fill in delegate(s) details. 

Register and Pay in Indian rupees if you Indian account https://rzp.io/l/XxPpqJ7b 

Register and Pay in other currencies https://rzp.io/l/ubtQeQ4dQG 

 Last day to register is 15 December 2022 

No refunds for cancellations received after 15th December 2022. 

 Queries: theoyouth@gmail.com 

Phone & WhatsApp: +91 6362440972 

 

 

mailto:theoyouth@gmail.com
https://rzp.io/l/XxPpqJ7b
https://rzp.io/l/ubtQeQ4dQG
mailto:theoyouth@gmail.com
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 READERS LETTERS 

August 24, 2022 

Dear Brothers: 
 

For many people this historical period we are living through has made us pause and think 

of what has been occurring all this time. For some of us, however, still at a crossroads, we 

are privileged in the sense that we can count on the support brought to us by our fraternity, 

which gives us the courage we need to comprehend and confront any situation we 

encounter. It makes us search within ourselves to find our strengths and our weaknesses, 

and our lights and our shadows. It shows us the path we must travel and the tools we need 

to do so. It is our dear Theosophical Society, which combined with its founders, our 

sublime and wonderful Brothers, help awaken our slumbering consciousness and scale the 

rungs that guide our spiritual evolution. The tenets that sustain us are firm and powerful, 

as there are none like it. From this infinite spring, we drink the water to quenche the thirst 

our soul has for infinite knowledge of the divine. When this water is tasted, our life gains 

meaning, ignorance is diluted, and we are no longer alone, instead, we are one with all 

beings. Theosophy pulls back the veil of darkness that surrounds us. It speaks to us of 

God, man, the universe, and beyond. It is everything, it shows us the principles and ideals 

with which to live and allows us to see life from a more humanistic perspective.  

 

I personally can testify that in my spiritual cultivation through Theosophy, I have received 

assistance from a higher plane. It has been a guiding light and I am grateful for the 

opportunity to say that not only to me, but for my Lodge and my country, all being a part 

of my New Aurora Lodge of wonderful and very special people, that have drunk water 

from the same spring as I. Our Theosophical Society and our big brothers make us feel a 

fullness that overtakes us and lets us feel embraced by eternity. All Theosophists of the 

world form a community of love that wishes to impart its knowledge, so that we may all 

ascend to the ultimate reality of BEING. 

 
Melania Rochttis 

Dominican Republic  
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September 3, 2022 

 

 

In this letter my intention is to be able to contribute a grain of sand for those who are 

interested in learning about Theosophy. 

In the 1970s, between the ages of 14 and 16, I had a dream. Here is the story: I dreamed of 

sitting on the trunk of a large tree that had been cut down and only that part of the tree 

remained. I am in a lotus position, feet crossed and naked from the waist up, covered only 

by a loincloth and a turban on my head. It was an open place, in the open air with many 

trees around. 

Imagine! At that time, living in a small country and in a city with little development, I had 

no information at that time regarding what that dream could mean. I had never heard the 

word Yoga or meditation. Then over the years, I made friends with a high school teacher 

and because of him I got some information about Yoga and its meaning, and what 

meditation is. 

Later, meeting with some friends and talking about spiritual issues, they touched on the 

subject of Theosophy. I immediately became interested in knowing more about what 

Theosophy was. From that moment, I became part of the Theosophical Society as there was 

a lodge in my city, and it was then that my mind began to open up and really understand 

who we are and the true plan of evolution of humanity and all beings, including the realms 

of nature and the Universe. 

Thanks to Theosophy my knowledge is even deeper, and in this way, I have been able to 

utterly understand life. 

Dear friends and readers, if you have any interest in the knowledge that Theosophy teaches 

us, well, do not think twice and take this path seriously and you will see the great 

achievements that you can obtain. 
 

Milton A. García Fernández 

 República Dominicana 

   


